
Cherries on Porcelain—the first lesson in a three part series of mediums...porcelain, watercolor and oil/

acrylic style.   

(Disclaimer: I know my design\ drawing is not botanically correct but I wanted a more whimsical look….so I looped the stems. You 

can always change them to your own style or make them correct to how you want them.  It’s  your painting...do what you like.  I’m 

only here to demonstrate how I paint\draw\design, etc..  So feel free to change or make your painting your ‘own’ original.) 

 

Red paint on porcelain is my biggest worry.  Reds can be iron colors or Cadmium colors or real gold type Reds which lean to the 

cool side or dark side of reds.  There are some rules regarding reds which I personally adhere to always.  

1. Never use Cadmium reds...sometimes called Christmas Red, etc.  I threw all of them away years ago and never missed them 

after that.  Some love them and of course that’s great...just don’t use for this lesson or it will ‘disappear’ in the kiln.  It doesn’t 

like hot temperatures. 

2. Don’t mix iron-based reds with gold-based reds (ruby, rose, etc). Unless you mix at least no more than 1/3  of the gold based 

color.  The gold-based color, for instance, will tend to eat or overpower the iron-based red.  Some reds, like Pompadour, prob-

ably has a little gold-based color in it….but buy those instead of mixing them.  A lot safer. 

 

Paints:  I generally stick to using ONE person’s paints.  Such as Paula White or Marci Blattenburger.  I don’t buy any others ever. 

The treason for this is that both of those artists have tested all their colors to work with each other.  And I have tested both of 

their colors together and they work perfectly for all reasons.  When Cherryl Meggs sold paint, I bought from her.  Jane Marcks 

same thing.  And that’s all I used at that time.  Other artists sell complete sets of paints.  Buy only the complete set….that is my 

whole suggestion.  If you have pretested your paints and know how they fire with other colors you will using...then by all means 

USE those of course. 

 

I prefer using Paula’s for florals, fruit and landscapes and Marci’s for portraits, fruit, pearls, etc.  Both artists sell online.   

 

In this first fire I used the following Paula White’s paints: 

South Brown -which is a high firing yellowish red 

Yellow Ochre #1—a gold looking color….not yellow….gold looking 

Old Gold—a sort of grayed gold color 

Green—a cool green 

    

Let’s begin painting! 



Detail area.  Start with the 

main cherry located here 

on the line drawing. 

Use a brush at least 1/3 size 

of the cherry.  This will help 

smooth your strokes.  Paint 

the cherry with Light Yellow 

red.  Smooth and try to never 

paint ‘across’ a line.  Keep the 

paint within the cherry. 

Use 3 basic strokes to 

begin filling in a cher-

ry if it is the cherry in 

front of all the others. 

I’m right handed so I 

do the left side of the 

cherry first in a ‘c’ 

stroke. Then the right 

side in a ‘comma’ 

stroke.  Then fill the 

middle with a straight 

stroke. 

Wipe out the highlights to 

‘white’ china.  All cherries 

behind a main cherry will 

be darker. And will have 

less highlights in most in-

stances. 

If the cherry has a very dark 

area then begin with that area 

first.  Remember:  Reds on 

porcelain which are painted 

thick may turn BROWN.  So 

paint a bit transparently but still 

in a darker type of color. 

Finsh the first 3 cherries and 

wipe out the highlights.  

Clean up any paint around 

the edges. 

Next begin painting the two branches near this cluster.  Mix the Old Gold type of color with 

the Green color.  Use mostly the Old Gold  though.  Get a small square shader for this.  Marci 

sells wonderful portrait brushes which work the best for small branches and stems.  I used the 

#3 size here.  Wipe out highlights oon the branches.  Clean and crisp up the outside edges. 



Next paint the leaf next to the main 

group of cherries with the same color 

as the stems.  But add just a tad more 

green to the mixture.  Paint the left flat 

first.  

Use a q-tip swab and wipe out a high-

light as shown above on right side of 

leaf.  But then soften that highlight as 

shown on the left side of the leaf above.  

Detail:  Wipe out the highlight. 

Next using a clean damp brush 

pull away from the highlight to 

the middle vein.  Then wipe your 

brush clean.  Then pull away from 

the highlight toward the outer 

edge. 

Do the same to the second leaf.  Make 

sure the first leaf is on top of the sec-

ond leaf at least a little bit. 

Begin the main branch.  Paint stems to the cherries and wipe out 

the middle.  Keep them dainty! (Make them look lime mine above.  I 

had to adjust my line drawing a bit.) 

 Next:  You will need to add red to the bottom of the main branch 

so that once this is fired you can distinguish the two.  Paint oppo-

site...more green in other words...above the third set of cherries. 



Continue painting the leaves and branches with the same color as before except 

when as shown.  Some leaves will need more of the Yellow Ochre added to the mix 

to give a warmer glow.  This brings them forward.  Paint all the rest of the leaves 

rather flat...not much, if any, highlights, etc. 

 

Add darker shadows where needed. As shown. 

 

Fire to .017 

Note:  Do not paint iron reds on top of any type of glaze unless you want to experi-

ence possible browning of these iron-based colors. 

. 

End of first fire. 

 

The next fire will be within this month.   

Please ask if you have any questions.  

 

 

 


